EL Luminous Stereo headset

Instructions

Functions:

1. This glowing earphones made of EL cold light a key light, EL cold light is flashing, brightness changes with the rhythm of the music, also can choose normally on mode.

2. The color is COOL and shine, the sound quality is perfect, fine workmanship. Hard PVC casing, pressure defense. Unique design plug 120 degrees. Antioxidant metal head, can effectively reduce signal transmission loss, restore the real music.

3. One-click microphones, answering the telephone, a key pictures, songs and in song. Wire are separated from microphones, chat can control at any time, at the same time does not produce noise, more intimate and convenient.

4. With high quality microphone, hands-free calling function.

5. Built-in lithium polymer batteries.

6. Suitable for the IPHONE, IPOD, mobile phones and digital products with 3.5 MM audio interface.

Technical parameters:

Speaker: 2 * 10MM
Diaphragm: high-tech composite diaphragm
Sensitivity: 105dB
Impedance: 16Ω
Frequency response: 20Hz-25KHz
Standby time: about 300 Hours
Play time: about 8 Hours (According to play music)
Light-emitting time: flashing 10 hours, normally on 8 hours
Charging time: 90 minutes
Battery: the lithium polymer (3.7 V 200 mAh)

(1). Microphone
(2). Flashing mode switch
When playing music, long press (2) for 3 seconds, EL cold light is flashing, the brightness changes with the rhythm of the music.
(3). Normally on mode switch,
When playing music, short press (3) is normally on mode.
(4). Charging interface: Micro USB, DC 5 v, charging the red light, green light after charge.
Charging time about 1.5 H, after a full charge please do not charge for long, or shorten the life of the internal electrical components.